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Grand Forks Facelift
Grand Forks reinvents itself as a City of Murals
BY JANE MUNDY

VISITING GRAND FORKS

now, you can’t imagine that the
2018 flood devastated the community. But they weren’t knocked
down. Instead, the business
community saw “Sandbag Central” as an opportunity to revamp
and revitalize their city: dozens
of amazing, artistic murals cover
downtown’s walls and spread
out to private homes, and by
all accounts the investment has
paid off.
“Grand Forks was never a
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tourist destination until now,”
says Mayor Brian Taylor. “After
the flood our economy tanked.
We needed something to spruce
up downtown and make it more
desirable to visitors and people
looking for lifestyle changes.
When someone suggested that
Paul Archer [the famous airbrush
artist] return to paint our walls
everyone was on board.”
Even before the flood, Taylor
confesses that his city wasn’t
that attractive. “We were just

trying to survive and change with
the marketplace. We wanted to
push tourism and grow the community, but how?”
In the summer of 2019 Kayla
Sebastian, owner of the Wooden
Spoon Bistro, commissioned
airbrush artist Paul Archer to
paint a one-story portrait of her
daughter licking a spoon on the
outside wall of her building. Then
the whole city wanted him. In
fact, the locals set up lawn chairs
until 10 p.m. some nights to

watch Archer create the fantastic
fisherman and son mural—commissioned by the City of Grand
Forks. The cinema opened its
doors for popcorn and the Boardroom Café offered lattes. He
painted 23 murals that year.
Archer had to leave before the
snow came, promising to return
in 2020. Despite the pandemic,
with nowhere to stay or indoor
workspace, and without solid
confirmations, Archer arrived
with his team in tow—artists
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year,” says Him.
“I have orders for 30 more,
maybe this summer,” says
Archer, pensively.
Instead of choosing a mining,
logging or agriculture theme or
a focus on heritage and history,
most of the murals are unique
to the businesses. So why the
fisherman? “I was trying to
create something to remember
the good times, like the first time
fishing with Grandpa,” Archer
explains, “because these people
were crushed by the flood.”
The vibrant murals are indeed
timeless.
They have inspired a sense of
hope in the community, not to
mention Instagram-worthy selfies. So next time you’re driving
by Grand Forks, take a detour
and get in the picture.

Paul Archer
has painted more
than 50 unique
murals around Grand
Forks, with more
being planned.

Renee Audy and
Josh Roderick, new
equipment and his dog.
“On a wing and a prayer
everything fell into place and
we did another 36 murals.
Daniel Brown at Johnny’s Motel
provided accommodations,
and a vacant storefront served
as mural headquarters,” quips
Archer. His clients were dentists
and dog lovers; he painted the
walls of funeral homes and
sports stores. He painted soaring
eagles, seagulls and crows, an
elephant the size of a house and
a chess board.
“I first met Paul in my café—
he said I had a nice wall and it
needed a mural. Since purchasing the building [in] 1977 I
wanted a mural and I wanted it
to be interactive, so people could
stand in front and look like an actual chess piece,” says Alf Him,
Boardwalk Café co-owner.
All the murals are pristine and
the city seems to vibrate with
colour, like they were freshly
painted. “None of Paul’s art has

been tagged [graffiti] because
everyone respects and understands them as a symbol of
getting better and growing; they
represent our lives and our community,” says resident Christopher Stephenson. “Paul and his
crew went to town and beautified
our buildings.”
Are there any walls left? “Oh
yeah. Grand Forks is an unfinished canvas and we’re looking
forward to Paul coming back this

GETTING THERE
If you’re coming from Victoria, Vancouver, Princeton or
Osoyoos, follow historic Crowsnest Highway 3—it takes
just about six-and-a-half hours to reach Grand Forks from
Vancouver. Or start in Kelowna and hop on the Kettle Valley
Highway 33 for a scenic route to Rock Creek, then head east
on Highway 3 and in less than an hour you’ll see Grand Forks’
welcoming signs.
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GET OUT AND PLAY
FEATURING: LIQUID-COOLED FOUR-STROKE SINGLE
WITH DOHC AND FUEL INJECTION
TRAIL-TUNED LONG-TRAVEL SUSPENSION
STREET-LEGAL DUAL-SPORT VERSATILITY

Your Journey Starts at Burnaby Kawasaki
7771 Edmonds St. Burnaby BC 604-525-9393

BurnabyKawasaki.com
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